Overview
PegaRULES Process Commander® (PRPC) User Interface Design is for those responsible for developing the user interface and also have experience with PRPC applications. This course gives Developers and System Architects the opportunity to create a rich, extensive user interface using the latest PRPC 6.1 UI features.

Through exercises and case studies this hands-on course teaches students how to design and develop an effective user-friendly UI. Students also gain a deeper understanding of how an intent and model driven PRPC UI functions. In support of the hands on exercises, students use a number of standard PRPC UI features and widgets. Students learn how, when, and why to use the available PRPC UI toolkit when building a user interface. Through the extensible UI toolkit and the UI navigation templates provided in PRPC, students learn how to create and extend the user interface, producing a rich and guardrail-compliant user experience. This course highlights best practice guidelines, and teaches students to develop applications that offer extensive reusability and performance.

Course Benefits
By the end of this course, you will be able to successfully:

- Understand how the behaviors (refresh, client events, etc) of the PRPC UI work
- Understand how the Branding wizard works and build appealing screen templates
- Build complex UI screens that easily guide the user
- Develop scalable user interface rules that follow the guardrails
- Implement features, best practices and follow design guidelines to build effective user interface rules

Target Audience
System Architects/Developers who develop or design PRPC applications, with a focus on UI

Prerequisites
It is recommended that you take one of the following courses before taking this course:

- PRPC: Fast Track
- PRPC: Business Architect Essentials
- PRPC: Getting Started
Course Length: 3 days

Course Topics

- Introduction to User Interface
- Designing UI for PRPC Applications
- Harness Rules
- Flow Action Rules
- Sections
- Embedded Page Properties
- Portals
- Rich Text Editor and Paragraph Rules
- HTML Properties and Controls
- Debugging and Performance
- JSP Tags
- Building the UI
- Skins and Branding Wizard

About the University of Pega

The University of Pega provides hands-on training delivered onsite or virtually by expert instructors who are certified in Pegasystems technology, application design and development best practices. Each course combines lecture with supporting hands-on lab exercises for maximum understanding and retention. Our courses can be customized for your environment and adapted to meet your needs. For more information about the University of Pega, call us at either 617-866-6500 or +44 [0] 1189211488, visit us on the Web at www.pega.com or e-mail us at education@pega.com.